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This is the column where we
remind you of products and
services that we’ve had for a
while that you may have

forgotten about. In
this issue we’d
like to remind
you about
COMPUTER
ACCESSORIES.

What are COMPUTER
ACCESSORIES? “A computer
accessory is anything attached,
connected to, plugged into or
needed to effectively operate
said computer or a peripheral.”
The only way we really
know to do this is via a
list to let you know
what we have.
• Computer mouse

• Wired & wireless
• Printer cables
• USB

cables
• HDMI cables
• VGA cables
• USB Hubs
• Keyboards
• SD card

readers
• SD Cards

• Flash or Thumb
drives

• Computer Headset
• Cat5 Cables
• Cat5 Splitters
• External Speakers
• and more
This listing is just
some of the
accessories that
SGMC Quarryville
has carried for
years.

SGMC Quarryville has a long history with
cellular service and cell phones. As many
of you know we were affiliated with Radio
Shack for 19 years starting in 1983 and of
course when cellular phones became
feasible for the average person Radio
Shack started selling them.
The first cell phone that we sold was a
Radio Shack branded bag phone. You can
see why it was call a bag phone from the

picture. It was a 3 watt
phone that cost
$1999.00. Yep that’s
right almost 2 grand.
With the plans that
were available you had
about a 7 county home
calling area and you

needed to know the access code of any
one you called out side of that area. And
compared to today the signal coverage
wasn’t that great, but at the time we
thought it was awesome. The cell company
that covered this area as we remember
was Ameritech.
Through the years we’ve sold Nokia flip
phones and basic candy bar phones and
eventually migrated to smartphones selling
phones on Cellular One, 360 Cellular,
Verizon and AT&T and probably a few
others we forgot.
All this brings us to today when we’d like to
tell you that as of the end of April we are
providing you local access to T-Mobile the
Un-Carrier whose focus fits hand in glove
with ours. Our focus is on you and we offer
you via T-Mobile all the Simplicity, Value,
Freedom and Serious Fun that cellular has
to offer. With all the products and services
T-Mobile has to offer plus SGMC’s years of
cellular expertise to boot you can’t go
wrong by choosing T-Mobile at SGMC
Quarryville.
We are ecstatic to be able to partner with T-
Mobile as a T-Mobile Authorized Retailer to
offer you a truly superior product that we
think is the best in the industry without
having to leave the Southern End.
We offer all the products and services that
T-Mobile has to offer. We encourage you to
stop in to discuss your communication
needs and what we can do to help.
We also have a large selection of cell
phone accessories, a lot that may be
familiar, and some you might not be aware
of. Stop in today and we will be glad to
answer your cell phone questions and get
you the T-Mobile phones and plans that will
fit your lifestyle so that you can experience
the Un-Carrier difference for yourself.

These
awesome
magnetic hooks
are made of carbon steel and
rare earth neodymium magnet. It
is the premium magnetic
material in the world. They have
25lb direct pull holding power
while being powerfully strong
and sturdy. The hooks are

finished with 3 layers of nickel coating to
provide corrosion resistance! They require no
maintenance and rust resistance and are
suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. They
are the perfect storage solution with no tools
required, quick and are easy to assemble. No
drilling. No holes. No mess. The hook bolt is
removable, and can be replaced with
other threaded parts too.

This LED Adjustable Zoom Flashlight is
energy-saving Ultra-bright and durable
and great to have around the home, in
the car, at the campsite and more.
This is a great general use flashlight
with the additional features of
adjustable focus and zoom. Each
flashlight measures approximately 5" x 1.5" x
1.125" and requires 3 'AAA' batteries (not
included).

Save space and bring
convenient charging
capabilities to new areas of
your environment. This
Xtreme Power Strip
comes equipped with
one grounded AC port
and two 2.4 Amp

USB-A ports. The strip
stretches 6 feet from your in-wall
outlet, utilizes a low-profile plug to fit neatly
behind furniture without wasting space, and

comes with an LED
indicator so you can
be sure that it is
drawing power.
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Easily sync and charge your devices
with this Type-C USB cable. Charge
and transfer data like never before
with the speed of this USB cable.
The sleek cable measures ten feet
and features a mesh braided material
making it the perfect choice for any of
your Type-C USB needs. Choose
sizes, 3’, 6’ and 10’ in both Android and Apple.

These 5” x 7” Tracing, Drawing and
Canvas Pads are just a few of many
drawing pads that we offer. If you
are looking for an art pad SGMC
Quarryville is the place.



If a picture is worth a 1000 words here’s the
equivalent of 4000 words from four pictures that we
recently framed for customers. Every thing from the
tractor crossword puzzle, an acrylic poured work of
art, a cat painting and the re-framing of a very large

print are displayed
here. Imagine what
we can do for you.
Bring us your art
today!

Custom Picture Framing
“a gallery of our recent work”


